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Two rounds of voting on 
the 23rd April and 7th 
May will decide the 
next French president

EURJPY, FRA40 and Gold
could all be impacted by 
the outcome

Latest polls suggest that 
Macron and Le Pen are 
most likely to make the 
final round 
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French election report
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The two sharpest moves in financial markets last year were caused by political rather than economic 

events, as the Brexit vote and US election provided multiple trading opportunities. Whilst both these 

developments continue to wrangle on and potentially impact markets, looking ahead the immediate focus 

now shifts to France where another seismic political event could occur. 

The French presidential election will see the first round of voting on the 23rd April, before a second and 

final round will see the two best performing candidates go head-to-head on the 7th May. This report aims to 

look at possible outcomes of the election and what this could mean for the markets. Similarly to prior 

political events, the scope for markets that could potentially be impacted by the French election is wide. For 

the sake of brevity we will focus this report on three markets that we believe could be the most sensitive to 

the two votes; the EURJPY, FRA40 and Gold. 

The main candidates

The two front-runners are the independent Emmanuel Macron and the far-right Marine Le Pen. Whilst there 

are many possible outcomes in the first round it seems probable that Le Pen will pass through, leaving 

Macron to fight it out with Republican leader Fillon and possibly Melenchon who has performed well in 

televised debates for a place in the final round. 

Source: Financial Times. 

Theoretically if a candidate receives more than 50% of the vote in the first round then they are declared the 

next president. However, this has never happened since the current electoral system was introduced in the 

1960s.

Le Pen is deemed more likely than Macron to get to the final round despite the same showing in the polls 

because her voters are seen as far less transferable - Le Pen has consistently polled in the top two and 

doesn’t have a like-minded candidate that may sabotage her vote. In standing as an independent, Macron 

however, is relying on a transfer of voters from previous elections and therefore his base is far less certain 

as they may revert to prior choices IE Francois Fillon of the Republican party.  

Fillon was previously the favourite but after being caught up in a controversy surrounding his wife’s 

employment as a parliamentary assistant he now seems likely to bow out in the first round. 
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Whilst the political beliefs of Macron and Fillon differ, they are the only candidates that really represent a 

sense of defending the status quo and as such could likely be seen as less of a shock to the markets should 

they be elected. Any other candidate has stated a desire to totally rewrite the current rules on Europe and 

the economy. 

As such the base case of this report is that Macron and Le Pen progress to the final round, but should 

another outcome transpire in the first round an adjustment based on a broad simplification that the final 

result will provide either a market positive president (Macron or Fillon) or a market negative president 

(anyone else) ensures that relevance is maintained.

Final round

Recent polls suggest that Mr Macron, a former investment banker who has never held elected office and 

would be the youngest president in modern French history, has a fairly significant lead. 

Source: Financial Times

There are potential similarities between the French election and the US election/Brexit with an anti 

establishment victory (EG Le Pen) having the potential to cause similar volatility to the triumph’s of Trump 

and “leave”. Whilst polls suggest this event unlikely, the outcomes of the US election and Brexit were both 

deemed unlikely according to surveys in the run up to the vote and as such the largest market reaction 

could well occur should Le Pen prevail. 

Can polls be trusted?

It is worth pointing out at this point that the margin between the two favourites is significantly higher than 

during the US election or Brexit and whilst pollsters have been roundly criticised in failing to predict the 

outcome of those events it was more a case of a misinterpretation of polling data rather than the data itself 

which lead to false conclusions. The vast majority of polls prior to Brexit had both sides neck and neck, but 

pollsters believed remain would be victorious based on the assumption that undecided voters would lean 

towards this side - this assumption proved to be false. As for the US election, polls placed both candidates 

within the margin of error, but the false assumption here was that key swing states would be won by Clinton 

when in fact they were taken by Trump.  

Both those votes also contained binary decisions (Trump vs Clinton and Remain vs Leave) whilst at present 

there are several scenarios which could play out. Therefore the polling for the final round will be less 

accurate until the initial vote has taken place on the 23rd April. 
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Positive or negative market reaction? 

With the political situation briefly outlined and two possible distinct scenarios described (market 

positive/market negative) let’s now focus on the potential impact this could have on the selected markets. It 

is important to note here that both rounds of voting take place on a Sunday and therefore the market will be 

closed. The last voting booths are scheduled to close at 8PM with exit polls due to be released shortly 

afterwards. These will give an early indication of the result but it should be kept in mind that these aren’t the 

final result itself, which will become apparent several hours later once the votes have been counted. Forex 

markets (EURJPY) will open on Sunday evening at 22:00, Gold at 00:05 Monday morning and European 

stock indices (FRA40, DE30) will begin their trade at 7:00. All times in GMT.      

EURJPY

Le Pen recently described the Euro as a “knife in the ribs” of the French people and has promised to take 

France out of the euro zone and hold a referendum on EU membership should she be elected. Therefore a 

victory for Le Pen would likely be seen as Euro negative and due to the high levels of uncertainty it would 

bring, the EURJPY could experience some sharp declines. This pair has previously exhibited strong 

downside on political shocks and dropped around 1200 pips on the Brexit vote last year and a combination 

of this risk aversion attribute of the pair as well as its sensitivity to the Euro could mean this is one of the 

biggest movers in FX space over the election. Alternatively, a defeat for Le Pen could be positive for this 

market and see a relief rally as any discount in price for the possibility that she is elected would be erased 

once the result is clear.          

From a technical perspective the EURJPY currently sits at an interesting level having recently fallen back to 

test its 200 day SMA (orange line) for the first time since mid-November. The orientation of price and 200 

day SMA can be used as a trend identification technique in that if price is above the indicator then it is 

assumed to be in an uptrend and vice versa if price falls below it.  

FRA40

The leading French stock market is sensitive to the election result and has been enjoying a strong run 

higher in recent months. The market is higher by around 5% year-to-date and at the time of writing sits just a 

little over 3% from its all-time high of 5269.2 posted in April 2015. There appears to be little caution in this 

market heading into the elections which could be taken to mean that there is the possibility of sharp declines 

should an unexpected outcome occur (Le Pen win). 
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The all-time high of 5269.2 is a potentially major resistance level. A break above here on a positive 

outcome could lead to a breakout rally and sustained upside. Alternatively if we do see an adverse reaction 

here then Fib retracements from the post-Brexit low to the recent high (currently 5119 but this may change 

in the coming weeks) could be seen as support or targets for shorts. The 50% retracement at 4518.8 could 

be particularly important as it is near a previous resistance level where the market broke higher from. 

Gold 

The price of Gold has enjoyed a strong run higher so far this year and is sitting on gains of approximately 

9% in 2017. This market is renowned for its safe haven status and performs particularly well during times of 

uncertainty and panic. These characteristics mean that Gold could be one of the most sensitive assets to 

the election with an upset having the potential to see a spike higher like the one seen during the Brexit vote 

and US election. The price of Gold spiked by $100 from the lowest point to the highest on the day the 
Brexit result became known, and also popped $75 higher during the US election before swiftly reversing. 

The technical picture for Gold is particularly interesting at present, as the market has rejected the 200 day 

SMA (orange line) for the third time in just over a month. There is also a falling trendline from the 2016 peak 

of 1374 that is now close to the market and the confluence of these two suggest that recent highs of 1263 

could be potentially key resistance. An unexpected result that causes a shock in the election could see a 

surge through this level and sharp gains as we saw during the Brexit vote and US election. Alternatively the 

absence of any significant shock may see the precious metal turn lower once more with 1197 a possible 

swing support level to keep an eye on should the market decline.   
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